A biased random-key genetic algorithm for data clustering.
Cluster analysis aims at finding subsets (clusters) of a given set of entities, which are homogeneous and/or well separated. Starting from the 1990s, cluster analysis has been applied to several domains with numerous applications. It has emerged as one of the most exciting interdisciplinary fields, having benefited from concepts and theoretical results obtained by different scientific research communities, including genetics, biology, biochemistry, mathematics, and computer science. The last decade has brought several new algorithms, which are able to solve larger sized and real-world instances. We will give an overview of the main types of clustering and criteria for homogeneity or separation. Solution techniques are discussed, with special emphasis on the combinatorial optimization perspective, with the goal of providing conceptual insights and literature references to the broad community of clustering practitioners. A new biased random-key genetic algorithm is also described and compared with several efficient hybrid GRASP algorithms recently proposed to cluster biological data.